May 7, 2020
Sonia Quiñones, Chief of Police
Hallandale Beach Police Department
Via email: police@hallandalebeachfl.gov
Dear Chief Quiñones:
I hope this finds you well. I am writing regarding apparent cruelty to
animals by Jorge Navarro, a horseracing trainer who was recently indicted
by federal authorities for illegally doping horses; some of this conduct
reportedly occurred at Gulfstream Park in Hallandale Beach. PETA urges
your office to investigate Navarro for any violations of state laws
prohibiting cruelty to animals and aggravated abuse of horses. Navarro’s
alleged routine and extensive violation of drug laws treated horses as no
more than a means to a financial end and demonstrates callous disregard
for their health and their lives. While he is facing charges for violations of
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, it is important that he be held
accountable under offenses that directly address the harm to horses—the
victims of the offenses–whom he allegedly pumped with dangerous, even
deadly, drugs just for the sake of a larger purse.
On March 9,1 the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New
York announced federal charges against numerous defendants, including
Navarro, for their alleged participation in a scheme of administering illegal
performance-enhancing drugs (“PEDs”) to racehorses.2 Such drugs can be
severely detrimental to horses’ health, including causing cardiac problems
and even death. For example, the indictment lists the following PEDs:
Erythropoietin (“Epogen”/ “EPO”/”Monkey”), “SGF-1000,” customized
analgesics (“pain shots”/ “joint blocks”), and “Red Acid.”3 As these drugs
numb pain, horses can be forced to overexert themselves during a race and
consequently suffer death from heart attack or from catastrophic injuries.4
One horse evidently abused by Navarro was XY Jet,5 whom Navarro
trained throughout 2019 until the horse’s death in January. On February 13,
2019, XY Jet finished first in the Allowance Optional Claiming race at
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Gulfstream Park.6 Two days prior, Navarro, apparently unhappy with XY Jet’s performance in a
pre-competition run, had discussed with co-defendant and fellow trainer Christopher Oakes “a
plan to secretly introduce a bottle of the ‘blocker’ [a customized analgesic PED, which is
intended to block a horse from feeling pain while racing] into the stable where XY Jet was
being held prior to the February 13 race.”7 Oakes agreed to smuggle it into the racetrack facility
and meet Navarro there.8 On February 13, 2019, the day of the race, Navarro directed Oakes to
administer the drug to XY Jet.9 Navarro’s unlawful and dangerous doping of horses appears to
have been prolonged, routine and widespread. For example, trainer Nicholas Surick remarked of
Navarro, “You know how many fucking horses he fucking killed and broke down that I made []
disappear. . . . You know how much trouble he could get in . . . if they found out . . . the six
horses we killed?”10 And Navarro himself stated that, had he not been warned by fellow trainer
Jason Servis that a racing official was present in the area of the barn11 where Navarro kept and
administered PEDs, the official “would’ve caught our asses fucking pumping and pumping and
fuming every fucking horse [that] runs today.”12 Thus, there is a strong possibility that XY Jet
was not the only horse Navarro subjected to dangerous—even deadly—drugs at Gulfstream
Park.
On January 8, XY Jet, who was only eight years old, reportedly died of a heart attack at Palm
Meadows Thoroughbred Training Center in Boynton Beach after a “routine gallop.”13
According to the U.S. Attorney’s Office, an investigation into the circumstances of his death is
ongoing.14 If XY Jet’s death resulted from administration of PEDs, Navarro killed this horse as
surely as if he had shot him, with no regard at all for the animal’s capacity for suffering.
As you know, of course, it is cruelty to animals to torment an animal or cause such torment,15
which includes an act or omission “whereby unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or suffering is
caused,”16 and it is aggravated cruelty to animals to commit an intentional act that results in an
animal’s “cruel death, or excessive or repeated infliction of unnecessary pain or suffering” or to
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cause such an act to occur.17 Further, it is a second-degree felony to kill or cause great bodily
harm to a horse or to attempt, solicit, or agree, conspire, combine, or confederate with another
to kill or cause great bodily harm to a horse and commit an act in furtherance of the attempt,
solicitation, or conspiracy.18
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact
me with any questions
. I look forward to hearing
from you.
Sincerely,

Elisabeth Custalow
Manager of Regulatory Affairs
cc:
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Michael J. Satz, State’s Attorney
17th Judicial Circuit, Broward County, FL
Via email: sao17@sao17.state.fl.us
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